Abstract Advanced medical imaging algorithms (such as bone removal, vessel segmentation, or a lung nodule detection) can provide extremely valuable information to the radiologists, but they might sometimes be very time consuming. Being able to run the algorithms in advance can be a possible solution. However, we do not know which algorithm to run on a given dataset before it is actually used. It is possible to manually insert matching rules for preprocessing algorithms, but it requires high maintenance and does not work well in practice. This paper presents a dynamic machine learning solution for predicting which advanced visualization (AV) algorithm needs to be applied on a given series. The system gets a handful of free text DICOM tags as an input and builds a model in the clinical setting. It incorporates a Bag of Words (BOW) feature extractor and a Random Forest classifier. The approach was tested on two datasets from clinical sites which use different languages and varying scanner models. We show that even without feature extraction, sensitivity of above 90% can be reached on both of them. By using BOW feature extractor, precision and sensitivity can usually be further improved. Even on a noisy and highly unbalanced dataset, only around 100 samples were needed to reach sensitivity of above 80% and specificity of above 97%. We show how the solution can be part of a Smart Preprocessing mechanism in a viewing software. Using such a system will ultimately minimize the time to launch studies and improve radiologists reading time efficiency.
Introduction
In recent years, as imaging equipment improves over time, there is an explosive growth in medical imaging data. Imaging resolutions are getting better and better, resulting in more images per series, and new series types are emerging which show additional aspects of the scan. Along with that, advanced algorithms are provided to doctors, helping them to get the most out of their patients data. Those algorithms are usually packed in a dedicated software which is referred to as an "Advanced Visualization" (AV) solution.
AV tools can provide extremely valuable information which otherwise can be disregarded, such as 3D segmentations and various relevant measurements. However, the usage of AV is still not very common and usually limited to small percentage of the cases. This is mostly because AV solutions are complicated to use and in many cases they substantially increase the reading time for the radiologist. Studies have shown that workload of radiologists has increased significantly in recent years even without AV usage [2] , and therefore making AV software as lightweight as possible is critical for usage facilitation.
Unfortunately, AV applications are usually slower than simple PACS (Picture Archive and Communication System) viewers, since they incorporate computationally heavy algorithms that are time consuming. Some applications even require running a specific algorithm as a prerequisite to an application usage, which results in a long waiting time just in order to open an application.
The problem can be solved by running the needed algorithms on the data in advance as a preprocessing. In this way, the results of the algorithms will already be prepared, and the radiologist will not have to wait for algorithm execution when he needs to work on a case. However, we do not know in advance which algorithm to run on a given data before the algorithm is manually triggered. Creating results of all possible algorithms for all the pending data is not really an option, since it has both high computational cost and requires unnecessary storage for all the results. Therefore, if we could somehow predict in advance on which data types specific algorithms will be needed, we could exploit the preprocessing mechanism to the fullest without spending too much resources. We call the problem of predicting the needed preprocessing algorithm for a given data "Preprocessing Prediction" problem.
One possible solution for the Preprocessing Prediction problem would be using some kind of manually inserted rules over specific parameters as was proposed in [4] for the problem of Prefetch Prediction. Using this method, a user would configure manual rules based on several predefined DICOM tags, and later on each new series will be matched with this configuration. If there is a fit, a preprocessing would be executed on the series.
However, such a strategy has to consider the workflow of each institution and must therefore be customized to each particular clinical setting. The rules also require maintenance to track changes over time, and therefore are difficult to use in practice. In [11] , it was suggested to use a machine learning system with incremental learning to address these problems in the domain of Prefetch Prediction. It enables the system to adjust itself to user patterns, software and institutional workflow so that it becomes unnecessary to choose a priori the rules that fit each case. It also readjust itself over time. In this work, we propose to use similar dynamic machine learning system for the Preprocessing Prediction problem. However, instead of using features related to query and retrieve as was proposed in [11] for Prefetch prediction, we use DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) metadata (non-imaging data) as input for the predictor. This information is incorporated in each scan, and can therefore be readily used.
AV algorithms are most commonly applied on DICOM data. After a patient has had an imaging study performed, using X-ray, CT, MRI, or some other modality, the images are transferred to a PACS or AV software using DICOM standard [7] . During this transfer process, each DICOM header of an image is populated with information about different aspects of the scan. In this work, we aim to exploit this DICOM metadata for the Preprocessing Prediction problem. DICOM headers were previously used for various tasks. For example, in [8] , Body Part Examined and Study Description fields were used for inferring specific anatomy and priors matching. In [9] , Modality, Study description, Body part examined, and Series Description tags were used for intelligent Hanging Protocols.
In this work, we focus on the usage of the following free-text tags: "Study Description" (0008,1030), "Series Description" (0008,103E), "Protocol Name" (0018,1030), and "Requested Procedure Description" (0032,1060), which include important semantic information about the scan. These tags are in the form of structured text with abbreviations and numbers (see Table 1 ). Since they do not comprise full sentences, simple word features may be enough to represent the data. We explore how extracting word features from these tags influences the prediction performance.
In the context of running algorithms in a preprocessing step, this paper describes a dynamic supervised machine learning system that is able to predict which preprocessing algorithm need to be applied in advance on a given series. We explain how the solution can be part of a preprocessing mechanism in a viewing software. We call it "Smart Preprocessing."
Materials and Methods
In this work, we aim to facilitate automatic execution of AV algorithms as a preprocessing step. This will spare the physicians precious time when working on cases that require AV analysis.
Let us take for example a physician that needs to check if a patient has no blockage in the coronaries, blood vessels of the heart muscle. A cardiac scan consists of multiple heart phases and a series focused on blood vessels. The user runs Heart Segmentation algorithm on 4 phases and Bone Removal algorithm on the series with vessels focused protocol. Let us assume that the running time of Heart Segmentation and Bone Removal algorithms on each one of the series takes 2 min. In this scenario, the user will need to wait 10 min just for algorithms execution before even starting to analyze the case. Now consider a system with Smart Preprocessing functionality. When a series arrives to the viewing software, a machine learning engine will make a prediction whether the series needs any kind of preprocessing. In our case, it can predict for the relevant series that Heart Segmentation or Bone Removal algorithms are needed. Now, when the user will perform cardiac analysis on the case, the prepared results will be loaded and the user will not need to wait 10 min for the algorithms to run. If the same user will have five such cases in a day, he will be able to save 50 min in total for that day. Since radiologists are paid for their time, his could also have real economic implications for the hospital.
In the following section, we describe Smart Preprocessing method in detail.
Smart Preprocessing Workflow

Prediction Flow
When a study arrives to the viewing software, the Machine Learning Engine is triggered to make predictions for each one of the contained original series. In case the engine predicts a needed algorithm for a particular series, it triggers the Preprocessing module to execute the algorithm, and the result is saved as a derives series within the study (see Fig. 1 ).
Training Flow
When a series arrives to the viewing software, it is added to the Database without any label and is not yet considered a Sample. Later on, if an algorithmic execution is performed on the series, a label of the relevant preprocessing type is added to the series information and the series itself is added as a sample to the Machine Learning Database. If for a predefined period of time there was no algorithmic execution on the series (for example, during a week), a label of "NONE" is assigned to the series and it is added as sample to the Machine Learning database.
Each configured amount of time (for example, each day) a check is performed if there are enough new samples in the Database. If there are, a retrain is triggered and a new model is created. A limit is imposed on the number of samples, and the old ones are removed from the Database (see Fig. 2 ).
Machine Learning Engine
In order to address the problem of Preprocessing Prediction, we are using a dynamic multi-class supervised machine learning approach to predict which algorithm needs to be applied on a series. The input to the algorithm is a set of free-text DICOM tags from a given series, and the output is a preprocessing algorithm that needs to be applied or "NONE" in case no preprocessing is needed. We first apply feature processing on the input, and then feed the resulted features to a classifier. 
Feature Processing
For feature processing, we are using a 2-Gram Bag of Words (BOW) [1] data representation. The BOW features will be learned in the clinical setting, adapting to the data specifics of the hospital. Here is a detailed description of the feature processing pipeline. We deliberately avoided any language specific operations in order to keep the approach languageindependent. See Table 2 for extracted features example.
• Data cleaning and transformation. The listed text DICOM tags were transformed to lowercase and unnecessary characters (such as %,(,),[],+) were removed. To account for possible meaningful numbers, two sets Table 2 Example of extracted features from the data in Table 1 Unigram were created-one with removed numbers and the other untouched. The sets were unified later on.
• Words extraction. Unigrams and Bigrams were extracted from both sets and for all text tags.
• Words Filtering. Words with 1 letter were removed and only terms with frequency above 2 were used.
• Features Extraction. We used binary features as data representation-whether the word (or word-pair) exists in one of the DICOM text tags or not. We did not take into account word frequencies because usually in DICOM headers it does not really matter what is the frequency of the word appearance. Finally, since text tags usually include short text sequences, the raw text tags by themselves were also used as features to the classifier.
Machine Learning Classifier
We treat the problem of Preprocessing Prediction as a multiclass classification problem. More formally, we are given a training set of the form (x i , y i ) where x i is the ith series data and y i ∈ {alg1, alg2..., algN, NONE} is the ith class label. We aim to find a learning model H such that H (x i ) = y i . It should be noted that there might be cases where several preprocessing algorithms are needed for the same series, but for simplicity in this work we allow only one preprocessing algorithm for each sample. From our experience, when different preprocessing algorithms are needed for the same clinical case, they usually need to be applied on separate series of the same study. Since Preprocessing Prediction is done in the series level, this scenario is handled by the proposed approach.
For the classification task, we use Random Forest [3] . It is an ensemble of classification trees where each one of the trees is built using bootstrap sample of data (bagging), and at each split the candidate set of variables is a random subset of the variables. Random Forests were widely used for Computer Vision applications [5] , and also for other tasks such as Gene Selection [6] . They have several characteristics that make them a good fit for the data we are dealing with:
• Random Forest can be used when there are many more variables than observations. This is what happens in our case-we have many word features in one hand, and on the other hand we want the classifier to work well even if we do not have a long history of preprocessing algorithms usage to learn from.
• Random Forest has a good predictive performance even when most variables are noise, and therefore it does not require pre-selection of features. It has a built-in feature selection property, which is very useful in our case where we have many features out of which only a few are really important for the problem at hand.
Datasets
In order to evaluate our method, two real-world datasets from different sites were used. The datasets varied in their labeling processes, data distributions, languages, and scanner types. Table 3 illustrates the difference between them. The labeling of Dataset1 was partially manual and partially automatic: first, the needed preprocessing algorithms for the entire study were extracted from logs. After that, for each study that required a preprocessing algorithm, a clinical specialist selected the specific series on which the preprocessing algorithm should have been applied on.
Testing our approach on a manually labeled data can be an initial proof-of-concept, but in an online machine learning setting the labeling will be completely automatic based on user workflow (see training flow in Fig. 2) . We therefore used additional dataset, referred to as Dataset2, which was automatically labeled. Unfortunately, we could not get from logs precise information about preprocessing usage in the series level. Therefore, the labeling of dataset2 was done using stored preprocessing results in the DICOM study. Whenever a derived result of a preprocessing algorithm was encountered, it was matched with its original series, and the relevant label was assigned to the original series. This kind of labeling is somewhat noisy because preprocessing results are not always saved. Sometimes we might assign a label "NONE" (no preprocessing) even for series that needs preprocessing, just because preprocessing results for that series were not saved in the DICOM study. Therefore, this dataset is expected to be more challenging than the real world scenario.
Dataset2 had a relatively high number of samples compared to Dataset1 (80,765 and 1290 respectively), but with a much more unbalanced data distribution. Only 1.2% of the data in Dataset2 needed any kind of preprocessing. See data distributions in Fig. 3 .
The datasets contained text in different languages, in order to validate language independence of the approach (Dataset1 was in English and Dataset2 in Dutch). Both datasets had variety of model types and Dataset1 had also different scanner manufacturers. This enabled us to test the invariance of our approach to different data providers and various scanner models.
Results
All experiments were conducted using Spark MLlib Machine Learning package version 2.10-1.5.2.
As a result of parameters tuning, we used Random Forest with 300 trees, maximum tree depth of 20, and a fraction of attributes tried at each split of 1/3.
Cross validation was used for experimental tests. It was performed in the Study-level, meaning that instead of shuffling the samples which are in the series level, we shuffled studies that contained the series. This resulted in slightly different number of samples in each run. The reason for doing this is that in a real-world scenario, we do not expect series fig. 3 for labels distribution) highly unbalanced-only 1.2% needed any preprocessing (see Fig. 3 from the same study to be both in the training set and in the test set. In an online learning setting, when a study gets into the AV software, a Preprocessing Prediction is first applied on all its' series, and only after a while they are used as samples to build a machine learning model. Therefore, it is unlikely that for a given study, some of its' series will be in the training set and some in the test set.
To evaluate prediction performance, we measured Sensitivity (Recall), Specificity, and Precision [10] . Since the data we are dealing with is highly unbalanced, measuring Accuracy will not be useful because it will be biased toward the majority "NONE" class, producing high values for a predictor which always predicts "NONE." In order to measure the overall performance for each dataset, we used micro-average measures of Precision and Recall.
Performance of BOW Approach Against Raw Data Features
We ran performance test of the proposed approach on each one of the datasets. In order to check the influence of using BOW features, we compared the performance of using only raw text tags as features-NWF (No Words Features) to the performance of using Words features along with raw tags-WF (Words Features). can be seen that sensitivity (recall) values of above 90% were reached on both datasets, where for Dataset1 using BOW Features improved sensitivity even further by 4%. Because of the unbalanced nature of the data, precision was much more challenging to reach. Nevertheless, using BOW features substantially improved precision results (for Datasets1 from 64 to 78% and for dataset2 from 12 up to 33%). These results indicate that using simple BOW features improved the overall performance of the system.
Performance on Cardiac Cases
It is interesting to see how the proposed approach functions when we are dealing with cases that need different preprocessing types, but have a similar clinical domain. Since in our data Bone Removal and Heart Segmentation algorithms were mostly used, we looked on the performance of Cardiac cases which sometimes require both preprocessing types.
To get this information, we filtered out cardiac cases by Study Description. We could not do it by body part, since this tag was mostly missing in both datasets. We chose not to use Protocol Name or Series Description because of the high variability of these tags.
You can see sample results of Cardiac data for each one of the datasets in Tables 4 and 5 . In general, it looks like for most cases our method was able to correctly predict For each cardiac study description, the total number of test samples and sensitivity specificity for both HS and BR algorithms are shown. For example, for "CT TAVI" study description, there were 22 HS cases out of which 22 where correctly predicted by the classifier. There were 11 cases out of 30 that were HS false positives, resulting in 63.33% HS specificity.
whether a HS preprocessing or BR preprocessing were needed-high sensitivity was reached for almost all cardiac cases.
Learning Curve Tests
We checked the learning curves of different preprocessing algorithms in both datasets to get a feeling of how much data is needed for reaching a certain performance. BOW features were used for all the tests. We checked the performance depending on the number of positive samples of each preprocessing type. The experimental setup for the learning curve tests was as follows: cross validation with different number of folds was applied, and the number of positive samples was recorded for each preprocessing type and for each train and test split of the cross validation. This number was averaged across the different runs to formulate the final number of positive samples which is plotted as the x-axis of the graphs. Sensitivity and specificity values were measured for each such run, and their average was depicted as the y-axis of the graphs. Total number of training samples (both positives and negatives) is specified in the graphs descriptions.
In dataset1, there was only HS algorithm with substantial amount of data to run a learning cure test. Figure 6 depicts the results on this dataset. Less than 40 positive HS samples were enough to reach 88% sensitivity and 145 samples raised sensitivity up to 99%. High specificity was reached regardless of the number of samples (around 97%).
In Dataset2, there were two different preprocessing algorithms with relatively high usage (HS and BR), and we therefore compared their learning curves against each other. Figure 7 presents the results. Learning curves of both HS and BR look quite similar, with around 100 samples that were needed in order to get sensitivity of above 80% for both HS and BR. Specificity values were high in general, with a slight decrease as the number of samples increased. In other words, as the number of samples became larger, sensitivity increased at the expense of a small decrease in specificity.
Discussion
Running AV algorithms in preprocessing can save valuable time to radiologists, but resources are usually not enough to apply all preprocessing algorithms on all the needed data. To solve this problem, we propose to use a dynamic machine learning system to predict which preprocessing algorithm is needed for a given DICOM series. The training is done in the clinical setting, making the system adaptable to the protocols and available scanners of the sites. The system is language independent as no language-specific features are used.
To test the approach, we evaluated the potential use of BOW features with Random Forest classifier to predict which preprocessing algorithm to run on a DICOM series. We showed that by using a small set of free text DICOM tags we can reach sensitivity of above 90% on two realworld datasets. Extracting simple Word Features from these tags can improve the predictor even further-significantly increasing precision and sometimes also sensitivity.
Performance analysis on cardiac cases shows that our method learns to distinguish between different algorithmic needs (in our case BR and HS algorithms) and goes beyond a simple clinical domain distinction. This is done by using only a handful of DICOM tags: Study Description, Series Description, Protocol Name and Requested Procedure Description. These free text tags were the focus of this work since we wanted to investigate the impact of using BOW features. However, additional DICOM tags, such as Body Part Examined (0018,0015), Contrast/Bolus Agent (0018,0010), different patient information tags and others, can be easily incorporated, and potentially help in distinguishing between different preprocessing algorithms with similar clinical domains. We checked the learning curves of the proposed solution to get a feeling of how much data is needed for reaching a certain performance. On a manually labeled Dataset1, less than 40 positive samples were needed to reach 88% sensitivity for HS algorithm. On an automatically labeled dataset2, sensitivity of above 80% was reached using only around 100 positive samples in the training set. Since dataset2 was noisy and highly unbalanced, we expect to reach at least the same results on similar data in the real world scenario. This makes the approach feasible for real world applications, where reaching 100 positive samples is realistic, especially if the usage of preprocessing algorithms is extensive. The datasets that were used for evaluation were composed of different languages and varying scanner manufacturers, indicating the invariance of the approach to this kind of variations. The datasets also had different labels distributions, and still our proposed framework managed to reach high sensitivity results on both of them. Therefore, it looks like our approach can be easily generalized to additional datasets and AV algorithms.
However, since the datasets included only a handful of preprocessing algorithms with enough data for comprehensive analysis, it is important to validate the approach on more datasets and for additional preprocessing algorithms. Also, in the datasets that we used, there were very few cases where more than one preprocessing algorithm was needed. However, in a real-world scenario, there might be much more such cases. Therefore, multi-class classification scheme might be less suitable for the problem at hand, and it is worth exploring multi-label classification with the usage of multiple binary classifiers, one for each preprocessing algorithm. It is also important to emphasize that the proposed approach is suitable only for preprocessing algorithms that can be applied on one particular series. The system does not support algorithms that get multiple series as input.
There are many directions in which this work can be extended. For example, additional information sources, such as data from radiology reports, can be used to increase the discriminative power of the classifier. Also, the Feature Extraction part of the proposed framework can be further investigated to see if additional performance gain can be reached by using more meaningful features.
Conclusions
In this work, we suggested a dynamic supervised framework for predicting which kind of preprocessing algorithm a given DICOM series needs, if any. Using BOW feature extractor and a Random Forest classifier, we showed high sensitivity and specificity results on two datasets from clinical sites. We demonstrated how this framework can be applied as part of a Smart Preprocessing mechanism in a viewing software. Using such a system will ultimately minimize the time to launch studies and improve radiologists reading time efficiency.
